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A basketball fan takes amateur videos during Washington Wizards 
basketball games and makes them available from his Michael Jordan fan 
club website. 

The National Basketball Association (NBA) requires a license to record and 
broadcast any of their basketball games; and this fan did not ask for permission 
or attempt to acquire a license to record or broadcast the Washington Wizard’s 
basketball games.  Looking at these facts, the fan is indirectly breaking the 
NBA’s intellectual property policy.  In verity, fans are not allowed to bring video 
recorders, audio recorders, digital cameras, or other similar electronic devices to 
the basketball games.  During security check-in, all fans are asked to remove 
digital recording devices prior to entry into the area because of the possibility that 
they will breach the policy.  In retrospect, the fan acknowledges the NBA’s rules
by entering the area, but continues to sneak digital recording devices into the 
Washington Wizard’s arena knowing that s/he is infringing on the NBA’s
intellectual property policy.  Looking at the NBA’s official website, their terms of 
use state that “The NBA name and logo and the names and logos of NBA.com 
and the NBA teams are the property of NBA Properties, Inc. and the member 
teams of the NBA” (2008, p. 1).  This statement and a notice of legal action 
against infringement should be properly displayed at each entrance into all of the 
NBA’s teams’ arenas so that fans are aware of the rules.  Technically the 
showcasing of a multi-billion dollar industry with amateur vides does not foster 
debate, education, or scholarship and can be potentially harmful to the potential 
market of NBA basketball games.  Instead of fans visiting the NBA website to 
purchase online viewing rights of the Washington Wizard’s basketball games or 
even the arenas themselves, they will visit the amateur fan’s Michael Jordan fan 
club website to view these games, thus saving them money while the NBA 
experiences drops in their profits.

This situation does not warrant Fair Use of the NBA’s copyrighted content 
(basketball games), since they were sought and gathered without permission, 
and are not credited to the NBA.  In analyzing the fair use factors against the 
fan’s usage of the NBA’s recorded basketball games:

1. Purpose and character of video – The purpose of the video is unknown.  
The fan is simply demonstrating the video in a non-educational manner 
which does not support fair use.  The use of the video also does not 
classify as “transformative use”, since the fan is not adding any additional 
value to the video.

2. Nature of the copyright work – The nature of the video is factual, but not
creative or artistic in nature.  Nothing about the video has been altered, 
other than the reproduction of the actual basketball games.

3. Amount of substantiality of the video – The amount of the video 
recorded and displayed are unknown.

4. Effects of use on potential market – As Gasaway (2006) simply puts it, 
the use of the copyrighted material will be an “economic test” for the NBA 
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(p. 58).  The broadcasting of multiple basketball games can potentially be 
damaging to NBA profits.  As previously stated, the fans will visit the 
infringer’s fan club website to view free video, instead of purchasing 
copies of the game from the NBA.

A student creates a Web site to criticize Kellogg’s company brand serials 
and uses the cartoon figures “snap, crackle, and pop” on the site.  The site 
also contains a picture of Tony the Tiger.

The Kellogg Company (2006) trademark and copyright information reports:

“The brand names, slogans, characters and other trademarks, as well as the 
package designs of all Kellogg’s® products and promotions belong exclusively 
to Kellogg Company and /or its subsidiary companies, and are protected from 
copying and simulation under national and international trademark and copyright 
laws and treaties throughout the world.

The contents of the Kellogg Company web site are protected from copying and 
distribution under national and international copyright laws and treaties 
throughout the world.  Copyright © 2006 Kellogg Company.  All rights reserved.”

This situation has two unique elements.  The first element is the student’s use of 
the trademarks (Snap, Crackle, and Pop, and Tony the Tiger).  The use of these 
trademarks without Kellogg Company’s permission would classify this situation 
as trademark infringement. 

The other unique element of this situation is the “criticism” element.  Hoon & 
Davis (2006) believe that “critical review” classifies as a “transformational use” (p. 
41).   Since the situation refers to the person as a student, then this work should
appear to be that of scholarly activity thus abiding by the first factor of the Fair 
Use Statute, which is the purpose and character of fair use.  The criticism
element would also apply to the first factor of the Fair Use Statute.  A plagiarism 
issue could also arise in this situation if the student does not cite his references.  
The student needs to give credit to the copyright holder to ensure that their 
instructor or school does not penalize them for plagiarism.  In a different view, I 
would understand that if the student is critiquing these trademarks and providing
proper credit to the Kellogg Company, the owner of the copyright on the pictures, 
then the trademarks are good for use in an educational setting.  Once again, the 
student should first attempt to seek permission from the Kellogg Company, 
though it might have not result in allowance to use the trademarks.  

Looking at this situation from the second factor of the Fair Use Statute, nature of 
copyright, it would seem as if the trademark and criticism pieces would both be 
declared as something that is totally factual.  The Kellogg trademarks are highly 
recognizable, and a great amount of people would be able to familiarize them 
with the Kellogg Company.
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Looking at the fourth factor of the Fair Use Statute, effects on potential market, it 
does not appear that the student’s use of the cartoon images will hurt the Kellogg 
Company’s profit.  The student’s website is non-profit, and is simply a critical 
piece of work that contributes to the classroom.
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